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of wear.2 The protective and comfort features of shoes and
stockings may be learned through a study of foot hygiene and
posture of the body. Each child might study his own stand-
ing posture and decide if his shoes give evidence of correct
walking position. He might make a pedigraph of his feet and
measure his shoes for size. Older pupils like to delve into the
construction of shoes. An old shoe may be torn apart for
study, after which rules to be followed when buying and car-
ing for one's shoes may be set up. The wearing quality of
leathers has been studied on visits to the local cobbler who
has described different qualities of leather and demonstrated
how to clean and polish shoes. In summarizing such studies
the children might set up rules to follow in the selection,
wear, and care of their clothes.
laundering is combined with textile study
The idea of wearing clothes for protection is closely associ-
ated with study of differing qualities of the fibers, so that as
pupils learn the uses of different fibers, methods of cleaning
them may also be learned.
When many children in a school district come to school
poorly groomed and wearing soiled or badly worn clothes, a
study of the complete process of laundering is valuable to
them. Demonstrations given for younger children by the
teacher or an older pupil on how to wash sweaters, blouses,
and trousers may inspire individual children to launder some .
garments in the school laboratory or at home. In under-
privileged neighborhoods these experiences might be corre-
lated with a shower-taking schedule and garment repairs.
The homeroom, hygiene, and homemaking teachers working
together would make certain that such experiences were cor-
related.
Pupils of the upper elementary years readily leara the best
methods for laundering clothes and household articles, and
2 Maurice Momll, Director, Sloan Foundation Experiment, University ol
Vemont, Suggestions for Present&ig Clothing Iufbnnatios to Vermont School
ChSdren.

